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Abstract: 

Old Nubian has two morphemes of the genitive, namely endings -n or -na. It is generally 

assumed that -na is a combination of the first, -n, and the ending of the absolute or 

predicative state, -a. Here is an attempt to find more precise conditions for its use (as with 

genitives within a predicative phrase). On the other hand, it is obvious that there are cases 

that cannot be accounted for by such rules. It is assumed that the system of the absolute state 

is already in decay in the period of the language that is presented by the Old nubian texts. 

 

The morpheme of the genitive in Old Nubian is either -n or -na. „Steht das Nomen zu einem anderen 

in genitivischem oder possessivem Verhältnis, so tritt an das regierte Nomen das Suffix -n 

oder -na.“1 On the relation between the two forms: „… mit nachfolgenden statischen Endungen [= 

status morphemes, case endings]  …, also subjektiv : *n-i, determiniert [recte subject case] : *n-i-l, 

prädikativ : *-n-a …“ (ibid.). This shows that Zyhlarz already interpreted -na as a combination  of 

the genitive morpheme -n and the predicative morpheme -a. He says, however, „Die vorhandenen 

Beispiele machen … den Eindruck, als ob im Falle, daß das Rektum bereits erwähnt oder als 

bekannt vorausgesetzt ist, das Suffix -n, im entgegengesetzten Falle jedoch -na gesetzt würde.“2 … 

give the impression — not really a conclusive and convincing criterium. 

Hintze, who critically reanalysed the attestations of the two genitive markers, did not find a much 

more conclusive result either. „1. Das Suffix -n bezeichnet eine enge, geschlossene Verbindung, die 

im Satzgefüge den Rang eines Nomens hat. …  2. Das Suffix -na bezeichnet dem gegenüber eine 

weniger enge oder mehr offene Verbindung. Es steht, wenn das Rektum oder das Regens 

zusammengesetzte Ausdrücke sind ..., oder wenn die ganze Verbindung eine über sich 

hinausgreifende syntaktische Verklammerung im Satz hat.“3 

In detail, he observed the following conditions for the use of –na. 

2.1. the nuclear noun phrase [= the regens] is formed of noun plus adjective. 

2.2. the nuclear noun phrase is a personal name plus apposition. 

2.3. the nuclear noun phrase is complex, i.e. of more than two components. 

                                                
1 ZYHLARZ 1928, 36. 
2 ZYHLARZ 1928, 38 § 91. 
3 HINTZE 1971, 291–293. 



2.4. the nuclear noun phrase is structured by the twin postposition  -de...-dekel, ‘as well as.’ 

2.5. the nuclear noun phrase is formed by a chain of genitival expressions. 

2.6. the nuclear noun phrase has predicative status. 

2.6.1. the predicate is in second position [that is, it is preceded by the subject: word order 

#subject — predicate#], usually marked by -a-lo. 

2.6.2. „Das Prädikat steht an erster Stelle“: this is obviously a mistake (only one of the three 

items is a complete sentence); rather the nuclear noun precedes the genitive in all cases 

quoted, against the general rule. 

2.7. the nuclear noun phrase is a verbal complex, e.g., an infinitive phrase [cf. the use of the 

genitive as subject of a part clause, though here we have to do with predicative features in a 

non-predicative frame]. 

It will be observed that only condition 2.6.1 is in agreement with the suggestion that -na contains the 

predicative morpheme -a. Not only can the other conditions not be fully reconciled with this 

interpretation, but they also do not seem to be coherent and systematic. 

Browne took over Hintze’s observation in his statement, “the O(ld) N(ubian) genitive appears as -n 

if it is closely bound to its noun, and as -na if the union is less close,”4 he nevertheless looked into 

this topic anew. “Etymologically, -na is to be  analyzed as genitival -n + predicative -a. ... 

(However:)  Occasionally, we find -n even when a nexus is involved … If the regens is in the 

predicative …, the rectum generally has -na … At times, however, there seems to be no discernible 

distinction between the two markers … .”5 He is still searching for other motives. After a furtive 

attempt to see a distinction between subjective and objective genitive,6 he points at an admirative or 

affective sense, as in (1). 
(1) ounna  ai∏einna  grQtdQeikanelo  paDanasv  ·  ounna  miDrQkeilo  paDanaso 

un-na  ayin-na girtidikane-lo  paɉan-asō 

you-GEN·ABS heart-GEN·ABS shamefulness-in cease-IMPR 

 (ayil-) (girtidikane-7) 

un-na  miɉirki-lo  paɉan-aso  

you-GEN·ABS disobedience-in cease-IMPR 

‘Cease from the shamefulness of your heart, cease from your disobedience’ K. 25,4–8. 

This single instance is not at all convincing. Rather, the use of -na is here triggered by the inherent 

predicative status of the imperative (in -asō). 
                                                
4 BROWNE 2002, 33; similarly, Browne 1989, 13. 
5 BROWNE 2002, 34; similarly, Browne 1989, 14. 
6 Loc. cit. 
7 BROWNE 1996, 33, s.v. gourt-. 



The genitive phrase as nominal predicate with -lo8 

The explanation of -na as a combination of genitive marker and predicative marker is most 

plausible. It is nicely illustrated in the Litany of the Holy Cross,9 with numerous nominal sentences 

with the copula marker -lo, of the structure, #“cross”/subjective (= fronted/topicalised subject) —

noun phrase/predicative — copula -lo#, where the predicative noun phrase contains a genitive 

construction. 
(2) sQtauroslQ xristiano[s]rigouna teeg[t]alo 

istaurosi-l christianos-ri·gu-na tegt-a-lo 

cross-SUBJ  Christian-PLUR-GEN·ABS  hope-ABS-COP 

‘The cross is the hope of the Christians’ St. 18, 11–19,3. 
 (3) sQtauroslQ diolgouna ©aiPerraQlv 

istaurosi-l di-ol-gu-na ŋayerr-a-lō 

cross-SUBJ  die-PRET-PLUR-GEN resurrection-ABS-COP 

  (ŋaer-10) 

‘The cross is the resurrection of the dead’ St. 19,3–5. 

In some instances, however, the shorter morpheme -n is found in exactly the same construction. 
(4) sQtaur<o>slQ teuolgoun dauaQlv 

istaurosi-l teu-ol-gu-n dau-a-lō 

cross-SUBJ  err-GER.PRET-PLUR-GEN path-ABS-COP 

‘The cross is the path of those who have gone astray’ St. 19,5–7. 
 (5) sQtauroslQ   oQ√o©aeigoun   desideralv  ·   

istaurosi-l  ošoŋai-gu-n  desi·der-a-lō ·  

cross-SUBJ  slave-PLUR-GEN free·DEVERB-ABS-COP 

‘The cross is the freedom of the slaves’ St. 20,9–11. 
 (6) sQtauroslQ   diaQboloQsnQ   di©artalo 

istaurosi-l diabolosi-n  diŋart-a-lo 

cross-SUBJ  devil-GEN defeat-ABS-COP 

‘The cross is the defeat of the devil’ St. 23,8–9. 
(7) sQtauroslQ   kauelQgoun   ktQtalo 

istaurosi-l  kauil-gu-n  kitt-a-lo 

cross-SUBJ  naked-PLUR-GEN dress-ABS-COP 

‘The cross is the clothing of the naked’ St. 23,12–24,1. 

                                                
8 SATZINGER 1990, 200–205. 
9 BROWNE 1983 (a). 
10 BROWNE 1996, 198–199. 



(8) sQtauroslQ xristosnQ ©ai∏erderalo 

istaurosi-l xristosi-n ŋayer·der-a-lo 

cross-SUBJ  Christ-GEN resurrection·DEVERB-ABS-COP 

  (ŋaer-11; -der-12) 

‘The cross is the resurrection of Christ’ St. 27,1–3. 

Of fourty nominal sentences of this structure, with a genitive construction in the predicative phrase, 

thirty-five show the genitive morpheme -na, while five have only -n. The shorter morpheme -n is 

three times followed by d- (as the first letter of the nuclear noun phrase), once by -k, and once by -ŋ. 

The longer morpheme -na may be followed by -s (St. 19,11; 21,2; 23,11; 25,5); by -t (St. 19,2; 20,7; 

22,10; 22,12; 24,8; 26,2; 27,6); by -p (St. 24,6; 24,10; 25,14); by -g (St. 23,7; 27,4); by -m (St. 

19,13; 26,7); or by a vowel (St. 19,8; 21,11; 22,2; 22, 4; 22,7; 24,3; 25,12; 26,5; 26,9; 26,12). But it 

is also met before -d (St. 24,12); or -k (St. 20,6); or -ŋ (St. 19,4; 21,8; 25,7). This is far from being an 

unequivocal evidence; it may, however, not be mere coincidence that -n is found in three of five 

cases before the consonant -d, whereas -na (thirty-five cases) is found only once before -d. A 

convincing phonetic argument for the omission of the vowel between n and d cannot be seen, 

however.  

It might be expected that the vowel of -na is elided before another vowel. But we find the full 

form -na quite often before a vowel (as just mentioned), though there is no case of -n under this 

condition, except in au-n asi- ‘hold of the ship’ in ex. (23). 

The genitive phrase in the address (“vocative”) 

The absolute state of Old Nubian is not simply the form of the predicate. It is the quotation form of 

both nouns and verbs (though modern grammars and dictionaries do not make use of it for this 

purpose), and it is the form of the address (vocative function).  

 (9) tannasv  aQpona  tarouassagoueQke 

tan-asō apo-na  taruas-s-a-·gue-ke 

come-IMPR my father-GEN·ABS be blessed-GER·PERF-ABS·PLUR-2PL 

 (apol-) (taruar-) 

“Come, you whom my Father blessed!” St. 29,10–12.13 

(10) ©oda  tlQla  ouna·  oun  aQelQgounaeion  eQsoggidera 

ŋod-a till-a u-na 

lord-ABS god-ABS 2PL-GEN·ABS 

                                                
11 BROWNE 1996, 198–199. 
12 BROWNE 2002, 26. 
13 Quoted by SATZINGERs 



u-n ail-a·gu-na-ion esoggi·der-a 

2PL-GEN heart-ABS.PLUR-GEN·ABS-and release·DEVERB-ABS 

‘Our Lord and God, and release of our hearts!’ St. 7, 2. 

Compare the postponed absolutive genitive una with un, in the normal position, and of non-

predicative form, although part of a predicative phrase. 

 

The absolute state of Old Nubian is comparable to the predicative case of Cushitic and also that of 

Berber (here traditionally called état libre), as also the absolute state of Akkadian.14 The predicative 

case of Cushitic and Berber is, though, also the form of the object, for which Old Nubian has a 

specific form, namely the directive case. 

As for the predicative function, it applies to the nominal predicate, in particular with the copular 

morpheme -lo, and to the predicative extension of all kinds of verbs of being and auxiliaries, of the 

verbs of naming, labelling, denoting, etc. 15 

(11) einde  ©sQsalo  pestakona 

in-de ŋiss-a-lo pes-tak-ona 

this-and holy-ABS-in say-PASS-PRET·3SG·ABS 

‘and this is named the Holy.’  Heb 9.3 (L. 111.6) 

The predicate phrase may consist of one single element (a noun, or a verb), or it may be complex, to 

any extent. Apart from frontal or backward extrapositions, it is only the subject phrase that is 

excluded from the predicate phrase. Nominal and adverbial complements, however, are part of it. In 

each and every nominal function within a predicate phrase, a genitival construction may be found. 

And this is precisely where the predicative genitive morpheme -na comes in. 

The genitive phrase in headlines 

Headlines are a employment of forms of absolutive case, absolute state, bare noun, etc.16 

(12) ©okkora  xristosnQ  marturosou  ©sQsou  mhnana  ausalv 

ŋokkor-a Christosi-n martyros-u  ŋiss-u Mena-na au-s-a-lō 

miracle-ABS Ch.-GEN martyr-JUNC holy-JUNC M.-GEN·ABS do-GER·PERF-ABS-COP 

‘A miracle which Mena, the holy martyr of Christ, performed’ M. 1.1-317 

Absolute genitive as form of the subject of a part clause 

Relativ clauses: 

(13) koumpou  enQ  tan’na  kpQslQ 

                                                
14 SATZINGER 2007, 63-69; SATZINGER, printing (a); SATZINGER, printing (b). 
15 ZYHLARZ 1928, 32 §§ 70–71. 
16 SATZINGER, printing (b). 
17 Quoted by SATZINGER 1990, 190 ex. 21; VAN GERVEN OEI 2015, 39 ex. 61. 



kump-u in tan-na kip-sil 

egg-SUBJ this 3SG-GEN·ABS eat-GER·PERF 

‘the egg — (namely) this one which he had eaten’ M. 12, 2–3.18 

 

(14) ©eeiou  eQn  ounna  ai∏ka  eQgidroukon  ai∏lv  oukka  plQli∏graQ  tQDDarra 

ŋei-u  in un-na ai-ka igi(d)-dru-kon  

matter-JUNC this 2pl-GEN·ABS 1SG-DIR ask-SUB·2PL·FUT-and 

ai-lō uk-ka pilligr-a tiɉ-ɉ-arra 

1SG-in 2PL-DIR answer-ABS give-PLACT- PRED·1SG· FUT  

 (ur-)  (tir-) 

‘and I will reveal to you the matter – that which you will ask me.‘ St. 6,5–9. 

 

(15) tveQkagoueQsin  ©sQsou  mhnana  marevQtnQ  ksQsela  auDlQgouka 

tōek-a·gue-sin  ŋiss-u Mēna-na Mareoti-n  

miracle-PLUR.ABS-COP holy-JUNC M.-GEN·ABS M.- GEN  

kisse-la au-ɉi-l-gu-ka 

church-in·ABS do-PLACT-GER·PRES-PLUR-DIR 

‘(heard … speaking of) the miracles which Saint Mena performed in the church of Mareotis’ 

M. 2,14-16. 

(16) ©sQsegoueQsnQ  aggelosnaQ  aulosiDisinna  

ŋiss-e·gue-sin aggelos-na aulosi-ɉi-sin-na 

holy-ABS·PLUR19-FOC angel-GEN·ABS save-PLACT-GER.PERF-GEN·ABS 

"der Heiligen, die der Engel gerettet hat" IN I 10 A i 13–15. 

(17) aQgendalv  eitou  ©odina  tan  ©apegouka  ankiDmendel  tan  aglQlaendeeion  

kourafena  darimenel 

agenda-lō eit-u ŋodi-na ta-n ŋape-gu-ka anki-ɉ-men-de-l, 

blessed-COP man-JUNC lord-GEN·ABS 3SG-GEN sin-PLUR-DIR remember-NEG-and-SUBJ 

ta-n agilla-ende-ion kuraphe-na dari-mene-l 

3SG-GEN mouth-and-in wrong-GEN·ABS be-NEG-SUBJ 

‘Blessed be the man whose sins the Lord does not think of, and in whose mouth there is no 

wrong’ IN I 1 i 7–10 (Ps. 31, 2).20 

                                                
18 For the construction see SATZINGER 1990, 188. 
19 BROWNE 2002, 32. 
20 SATZINGER 1990, 197, ex. 4. 



Genitive phrases as objects of predicative verb forms 

Among the numerous examples that are instructive in respect to the predicative character of 

genitival -na is the following.  

(18) ‘And this is what he said (pesinalo):’  
[©]odina  medDoukantik[a  au]anasv 

ŋodi-na medɉukanti-ka au-an-asō 

lord-GEN·ABS servitude-DIR do-say-IMPR 

‘Perform the servitude to the Lord!’  IN II 18, i, 8 

It is the imperative, an inherently predicative form, that is responsible for the predicative state of the 

subordinate form of a genitive (in -na). A few lines later — unfortunately separated by a lacuna of 

four lines — the same expression appears again, though this time with a nuclear verbform that is not 

predicative, namely a gerund (or “verbid”) of the future. If, however, the status of the higher-level 

construction is not taken into account, it must seem “impossible to separate the two constructions.”21 

(19) [©o]dnQ’  medDoukantika  [au]aQdel 

ŋodi-n medɉukanti-ka au-ade-l 

lord-GEN servitude-DIR do-GER·FUT 

‘…being about to perform the servitude to the Lord’  IT II 18, ii, 2. 

Exceptions to the Rule 

So far the theory. In praxi, numerous deviations from it may be found. This does not necessarily 

devaluate the theory. The Old Nubian system of cases and statuses was not intactly preserved until 

modern times. This means that a certain decay may have started rather early.  

(20) “And by no means will I judge them, neither in word nor in deed,” 
sQtaurosou  ©okkona  tvek  tekka  aulosiD[aQ]  :  ©ali∏Douaan[al]enkv 

istauros-u ŋokko-n·a tōek tek-ka aulosi-ɉ-a 

cross-JUNC glorious-GEN·ABS power(-SUBJ) 3PL-DIR save-PLACT-ABS 

  tōek(i-l) (ter-) 

ŋaliɉu-addn-a-l·enkō 

rescue-GER·FUT-ABS-but 

‘but the power of the glorious cross will safe and rescue them’ St. 15.5–6. 

The subject role (in a main sentence, as here tōekil) is properly the opposite of the predicative 

sphere; there seem to be all reasons to expect the simple genitive in -n, rather than the predicative 

one in -na. 

Free and bound genitives 

                                                
21 BECHHAUS-GERST 2011, 33. 



It was already observed by Hintze22 that -n is used for genitival compounds, whereas -na is several 

times the form of a genitival phrase of which one or both elements consist of compounds like those 

mentioned.  

(21) sQtaurvsQ  ouroueigouna  ©okitnQ  etQnarkalo 

istaurosi-l uru-i.gu-na ŋokiti-n itnark-a-lo 

cross-SUBJ  king-PLUR-GEN·ABS glory-GEN receiving-ABS-COP 

  (ŋokitin itnark- ‘splendour’23) 

‘The cross is the splendour of the kings.’ St 21.8 

Obviously, the genitival phrase ŋokiti-n itnark, “receiving of glory” is a fixed expression, 

“splendour”; its construction is stereotyped and does not follow the rules of a freely formed genitive; 

whereas is the genitive-absolute urui-gu-na, “is (the splendour) of kings” is such a freely formed 

genitive. 

The following probably displays another fixed expression, in the form of the normal genitive 

construction. In the same time, it is an instance of an unexpected predicative genitive in a non-

predicative environment. 

(22) eienQ  kaoueigouna  diabolosnQ  meertloDoun  eskitakskQka  ©alennon 

eie-n  kaui-gu-na diabolosi-n meert-loɉun 

mankind.GEN offspring-PLUR-GEN·ABS devil-GEN baseness-by 

eski-tak-sik-ka  ŋal-en-non 

conquer-PASS-GER·PERF-DIR see-CIRC-and 

(eski-tak-sil-)             (-lon) 

‘and when he saw the offspring of mankind conquered by the baseness of the devil’ SC. 

19.13-15. 

It may be that both eie-n kauigu-, “the offspring of mankind,” and diabolosi-n meert-, “the baseness 

of the devil,” are fixed expressions. Eie-n kauigu-na, “the offspring of mankind,” is the subject of 

the passive gerund eski-tak-sil (assimilated to -sik- before -k-), “having been conquered” — the 

subject of the gerund is in the form of the genitive; but here is the predicative -na instead of the 

expected -n.  

Browne24 observed that the following main clause is lacking its verb, probably dollona, “he 

wished” (ἐβουλήθη, aƒouv√); still, this predicative verb form cannot be expected to trigger a 

predicative genitive in a preceding clause of circumstance. It could be imagined that the use of -na 

                                                
22 HINTZE 1971, 291–92. 
23 BROWNE 1996, 79–80. 
24 BROWNE 1984, 126. 



intends to stress the contrast of this free genitive construction (which is here the expression of the 

subject of a gerund) and the two adjacent fixed expressions with -n. This would, however, be a clear 

indication that the original motivation for the use of -na was already blurred. 

(23) aQpogglQ  man  koumpouka  aQoun  aQsn  touna  kappa  seueQla  pienQ  ©alen 

apoggi-l man kumpu-ka au-n asi-n tu-na 

skipper-SUBJ that egg-DIR ship-GEN hold-GEN belly-GEN·ABS 

kapp-a seue-la pi-en ŋal-en 

food-ABS rest-in.ABS be.SUBJ saw.CIRC  

‘when the skipper saw that egg lying amongst the rest of the provisions within the hold of the 

ship’ M. 8,7–10 

Again, asin tu-, lit. “belly of the hold,” may be a fixed compound expression, with tu- ‘belly’ on its 

way to become a postposition. 

Two backward extrapositions, one with simple genitive, the other with absolute genitive: 
(24) ounnoutakon  bhyleQmh  i∏oudianno  \\  hQrvdh  ourouna  oukri∏goulv 

[— —] unnu-tak-on B. Iudia-n-no Ērōdē uru-na ukrigu-lō  

bear-PASS- PRET·3SG-when B. Judaea-GEN-in H. king-GEN·ABS day-PLUR-in 

                (-lo) 

‘When (Jesus) was born in Bethlehem of Judaea, in the days of Herodes the king (behold, 

magi … arrived …)’ Matth. 2,1 (L. 113,2). 

The core clause finishes with unnutakon ‘when … was born’; it is followed by a locative expression 

with a simple genitive, ‘in …,’ and a temporal one with an absolute genitive, ‘in the days of ….’ The 

explanation of the discrepancy is perhaps that ‘Bethlehem of Judaea’ is a fixed expression, whereas 

‘in the days of …’ is a free one. 

 

The genitive phrase as Object of  a Gerund that Depends on a Predicative Verb Form: 
(25) sQtaurosou  ©okkona  eQdka  eQddal  kounlQ  kdQdnaQ 

istauros-u ŋokko-na id-k id-da kuni-l kid-dna 

cross-JUNC holy-GEN·ABS sign-DIR 2SG-with have-GER·PRES come-FUT·2SG·ABS 

      (-ka) (ir-)  (kir-) 

‘you will come having with you the sign of the holy cross’ St. 7.6. 

The genitive phrase governed by a postposition, in backward extraposition 

A temporal part-clause, controlled by a postposition (-lo), is following on a complex main clause; its 

verb (peššidden) on its part being expanded by a complex postpositional phrase (with -ɉōa). 
(26) tQDkanelo  pe√√dQdennv  ©odou  enQnou  isQ  xsQsina  ttQtlQde  etQonkaneldekelDvaQ 



tiɉkane-lo peššid-den-nō ŋod-u en-n-u i(ēsu)s kh(risto)ssi-n-a 

justice-in judge-FUT·3SG-in lord-JUNC 1PL-GEN-JUNC I. Kh.-GEN-ABS 

 (peššir, -lo) 

titti-l·de  itonkane-l·dekel-ɉōa 

grace-SUBJ-and philanthropy-SUBJ-and-through 

‘(We will hear that voice …) when he will judge in justice — through the grace and 

philanthropy of our Lord Jesus Christ’ St. 30.6–11. 

Conclusion 

The Old Nubian system of the absolute status is unique, and it is crystal clear. The predicative 

element receives the predicate marker -a, and so does every other member of the predicative phrase: 

an attribute, or a genitive (with -na instead of -n). But language is in permanent change: modern 

Nobiin does not know this feature anymore, although Reinisch found traces of it (at a time when Old 

Nubian was yet completely unknown !) in Kenzi and Dongolawi: „Im idiom von Kenzi und Dungula 

hörte ich die genitiv-partikel auch häufig wie na sprechen;  z.b. ai Illāhi-na rasūl ēri ich bin der 

gesandte Allah’s;  Ali·na belled izai-re ?  Wo ist die heimat Ali’s ?  wárag-na ílba schachtel für 

papier;  hibír-na dawāya tintenfass u.s.w.“25 In the period in which the Old Nubian language is 

attested, the usage of the predicative morpheme must habe begun to become corroded; if not the 

predicate marker -a itsself, then at least that of the absolute genitive, -na.  

Glosses 

1SG 1st person singular 
1PL 1st person plural 
2SG 2nd person singular 
2PL 2nd person plural 
3SG 3rd person singular 
3PL 3rd person plural 
ABS Absolute state, or case (-a) 
CIRC  marker of clause of circumstance (-en;  BROWNE’S “expanded verbid” § 4.7.3c) 
COP (-lo) copula (-lo) 
DEVERB deverbative morpheme 
DIR directive case (-ka) 
FUT future 
GEN genitive (-n) 
GEN·ABS absolute genitive (-n·a) 
GER gerund (BROWNE’S “verbid”) 
IMPR imperative  

JUNC juncture (-u, -i) 
PASS passive (-tak-) 
PAST past (-a- / -o-) 
PERF perfect (-s-) 

                                                
25 REINISCH 1879, 25 § 110. 



PRED  predicative (i.e., main clause conjugation) 
PLACT  pluractional (-ɉ-) 
PLUR plural 
PRET preterite (-a/o-) 
SUB subordinative (i.e., part clause conjugation) 
SUBJ subject case (-l) 
 

The Text Sources 

Heb  Hebrews (in L.) 
IN I = PLUMLEY — BROWNE 1988 
IN II  = BROWNE 1989 
K.  See BROWNE 1983 (b) 
L.  See BROWNE 1982 
M. See BROWNE 1994 
Matth. Matthew (in L.) 
Ps. 31 Psalm 31 (in PLUMLEY — BROWNE 1988, 8–9) 
SC.  See BROWNE 1984 
St. See BROWNE 1983 (a) 
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